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Most digital marketers agree that landing pages can make or break any campaign, be it PPC, 
social media, email, or display ads. Once you get people to click, the landing page has to convince 
your visitor to complete the conversion.

To assist in the goal of landing-page success, a number of software platforms exist to help 
marketers test landing-page elements. Visuals, calls-to-action (CTAs), layouts, offers, buttons, and 
many more elements can be tested. Software can help you conduct A/B tests and create new 
landing pages on the fly.

Testing different layouts — moving the location or your form or changing the size and color of 
your button — can help you snag more conversions like purchases, downloads, and signups. Just 
a tweak with the placement of a key visual element might lead to a significant increase in landing-
page performance.

Introduction

VOICE OF CUSTOMER (VOC)   
THE SECRET WEAPON FOR GREAT LANDING PAGE COPY

INTRODUCTION: THE MOST IMPORTANT LANDING PAGE ELEMENT  
    
Most digital marketers agree that landing pages can make or break any campaign, be it 
PPC, social media, email, or display ads. Once you get people to click, the landing page 
has to convince your visitor to complete the conversion.  

To assist in the goal of landing-page success, a number of software platforms exist to  
help marketers test landing-page elements. Visuals, calls-to-action (CTAs), layouts, offers, 
buttons, and many more elements can be tested. Software can help you conduct A/B 
tests and create new landing pages on the fly. 

Testing different layouts — moving the location or your form or changing the size and  
color of your button — can help you snag more conversions like purchases, downloads, 
and signups. Just a tweak with the placement of a key visual element might lead to a  
significant increase in landing-page performance.   
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Unfortunately, when it comes to the actual words on the landing page, marketers tend to 
rush the process, going with a combination of gut feelings, past campaigns, and cursory 
competitive reviews to piece together landing-page copy. This method leads to costly  
mistakes and wasted time until the “right” message gets discovered through trial and error.
 
Despite all the conveniences afforded users with software and testing, they all overlook 
what accounts for the biggest factor — the absolute biggest factor — in landing-page 
success: the words that go on the page.

Unfortunately, when it comes to the actual words on the landing page, marketers tend to rush 
the process, going with a combination of gut feelings, past campaigns, and cursory competitive 
reviews to piece together landing-page copy. This method leads to costly mistakes and wasted 
time until the “right” message gets discovered through trial and error.

Despite all the conveniences afforded users with software and testing, they all overlook what 
accounts for the biggest factor — the absolute biggest factor — in landing-page success: the 
words that go on the page.
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Copywriting Secret: Some of the most successful landing-page 
copy comes directly from customers. It’s not creative writing — it’s 

sales writing.

This guide looks at the various ways marketers can improve landing-page copy to ensure 
their messages are on point. Market research methods and voice-of-customer (VOC) data are 
positioned as the most effective means to find, not create, the right words to use on landing 
pages and increase conversions.

With all the technology at marketers’  fingertips, it’s easy to overlook copy on landing pages. The 
tendency is to rely on testing colors, layouts, random headline combinations, and anything else 
that can be tested to see what works.

Even a great copywriter can use emotional appeal, action verbs, and power words to make a 
message feel compelling, at least to other marketers, but the question remains: Is this how the 
target audience feels? Companies know the features and benefits of their products inside and 
out, but do those benefits match what the target audience desires?

Software Doesn’t Write Copy

Landing-page design, aesthetics, and user experience are all important, but they’re at-a-glance 
components. The serious landing-page visitor — the target audience marketers want to convert 
— will read the words on the page, and if those words miss the mark, a potential sale just left  
the website.

FATAL APPROACHES TO LANDING-PAGE COPY

Existing Approaches and Their Flaws

• Guessing: Trying a variety of random messages to see  
what works. 
 
As advertising great Claude Hopkins wrote in Scientific 
Advertising in 1923, “Guesswork is very expensive.” Sure, the 
right message may be found eventually but not before a lot of 
money has been spent and time gone by.

https://smartblogger.com/power-words/
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• Borrowing from competitors: Not  at-out stealing, but making 
a landing page just slightly different from the competition’s, 
under the assumption they know what they’re doing. But what 
if their assumptions are wrong? Then you’re also starting off 
with the wrong message.

• Recycling messages: Using tired, cliché messages that make 
vague promises to no one, e.g., “World-class software solutions 
for changing times.” 
 
Nonsense cliché messages are signs of laziness and only lead 
to boredom — and who wants to buy a service or product from 
a lazy, boring company? It’s anyone’s guess what this software 
does in these changing times. 
 
The point of marketing is to solve a specific problem for a 
customer. To do this, the  first requirement is to understand 
the pain or problem the prospect has, then tell them how the 
product or service in question remedies the problem.

The  first requirement is to understand the pain or problem 
the prospect has, then tell them how the product or service in 

question remedies the problem.

Close the Gap Between the Target 
Audience and the Message
The ideal solution for the landing-page copy problem would be a software product that runs an 
algorithm to tell marketers exactly which words to use — or just writes it for them. Unfortunately, 
no one’s created that (yet), though it could be in the works in Silicon Valley.

The only way to know what customers want, to know what their true pains are and what the ideal 
solution would be, is to ask them or observe them. Armed with this knowledge, marketers can 
create landing-page copy that positions their product or service as the exact solution the  
prospect needs.
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“You don’t get an idea or a headline — you either build it, or you 
unfold it, petal by petal. You dig it out of the market research.” — 

Eugene Schwartz, Breakthrough Advertising

VOC is the Foundation of Effective 
Landing Page Copy
VOC, or voice-of-customer, is a market research technique that focuses on customers’ (and 
prospects’) wants and needs, then prioritizes them into a hierarchical structure before prioritizing 
them in terms of relative importance and satisfaction with current alternatives. VOC is a way to 
describe your customers’ experiences with and expectations for your products or services. 

VOC is actionable data that includes a target market’s desires, pain points, preferences, 
expectations, and aversions. Once VOC data has been captured (via methods listed later), it 
can then be used to create landing-page copy, sometimes using the exact words that come from 
prospects and customers during VOC research.

VOC is a way to describe your customers’ experiences with and 
expectations for your products or services.

As technical as VOC sounds, it can be distilled down to basic questions and answers with 
prospects and customers, and simply listening to the various conversations occurring online  
and offline.

The messages on the landing page below, from FreshBooks, comes from knowing what their 
customers’ pain points are. It’s simple to deduce that their research shows the target market, 
small business owners:

• views billing as painful,

• sees accounting as challenging,

• needs access from anywhere, and
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STOP WASTING
MONEY IN ADWORDS

GRADE YOUR ACCOUNT

www.wordstream.com/google-adwords

Get actionable advice on how to improve your account now 
with WordStream’s FREE AdWords Performance Grader.

http://www.wordstream.com/google-adwords
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• doesn’t want to waste time with billing.
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      VOC is actionable data that includes a target  
      market’s desires, pain points, preferences,  
      expectations, and aversions. Once VOC data  
      has been captured (via methods listed later), it  
      can then be used to create landing-page copy,  
      sometimes using the exact words that come from 
prospects and customers during VOC research. 

As technical as VOC sounds, it can be distilled down to basic questions and answers  
with prospects and customers, and simply listening to the various conversations occurring 
online and offline.  

The messages on the landing page below, from FreshBooks, comes from knowing what 
their customers’ pain points are. It’s simple to deduce that their research shows the target 
market, small business owners:  

 1)  views billing as painful, 
 2)  sees accounting as challenging, 
 3)  needs access from anywhere, and 
 4)  doesn’t want to waste time with billing.

VOC is a way to describe your customers’  
experiences with and expectations for your 
products or services.    

This type of actionable insight is gleaned from VOC data, and it makes landing-page  
messages highly impactful for the target audience. It also separates the ho-hum landing 
page from the home run landing page. 

This type of actionable insight is gleaned from VOC data, and it makes landing-page messages 
highly impactful for the target audience. It also separates the ho-hum landing page from the 
home run landing page.

The Where and How of VOC Research

Market research is a special category of marketing that can require years to master. The purpose 
here is to give marketers the basic methodologies to perform primary and secondary research to 
assist in landing-page copy creation.

Some research methods, such as surveys and interviews, require detailed planning, while 
others require nothing more than structured eavesdropping. The more research conducted, the 
better, but for landing-page copy most marketers need only use a few of these options. As not 
all methods are perfect, the cons of each are listed below the descriptions. Depending on the 
project, marketers may employ all the methods or just a few.

It’s best to aggregate all the research sources into a final report for future use. It can also serve as 
a creative brief for future projects — until the market or the product, service, or  
company changes.

For all the methods below, except surveys and interviews, a simple document or spreadsheet, like 
this, should suffice to capture and communicate your VOC findings:
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Example Tracker

But as the process evolves, it can become more sophisticated. The key thing is to use the same 
format for all research so combining it all at the end goes smoothly.

Whatever research method you choose, keep track of your findings and look for common 
phrases, the particular pains that your customers and prospects experience, and what 
people want or expect in your product or service, to name just a few.

Research Sources for Customer Insights

Internal company sources, such as customer service and sales reps, who have front-line 
experience with prospects and customers, serve as excellent sources of VOC information. They 
have phone calls, email exchanges, and even online chats with the target audience. Volumes of 
specific feedback, including complaints and praise, reside with these internal sources.

Con: The amount of work and coordination that go into formalizing a process to capture  
this information.

Formal surveys of customers and prospects either on the company website or via email. 
Fortunately, survey companies have all the tools to assist in the creation and execution of 
surveys. Among the best known are Survey Monkey, where practically any type of survey can be 
created, and Qualaroo for on-site surveys, which appear directly on websites and typically ask one 
or two questions.

The main point is to ask questions that will produce actionable 
answers. In other words, ask questions that have answers that 

can be used in creating your landing-page copy.

For surveys it’s best to put extra thought into the types of questions to ask of both prospects

https://www.surveymonkey.com
https://www.surveymonkey.com
https://qualaroo.com
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and customers. The main point is to ask questions that will produce actionable answers. In other 
words, ask questions that have answers that can be used in creating your landing-page copy.

 The table below contains sample questions to ask in a survey and create the types of sound bites 
that prove useful in crafting copy for landing pages:

Con: The time and occasionally the costs that can go into surveys—but they’re worth it if done 
correctly.

Customer interviews reveal how customers feel about a product, service, or company overall. 
Some of the best quotes and sound bites come from this source. In fact, this source often 
provides compelling social proof to be used in a landing page’s testimonials section. They can 
even be used as headlines or subheads.

Claude Hopkins also wrote, “The advertising man [or woman] studies the consumer.... They learn 
what possible buyers want and the factors which don’t appeal. It is quite customary to interview 
hundreds of possible customers.”

Con: The only downside to customer interviews is the time involved.

Focus groups still carry some weight, though the Internet has diminished their use in many 
industries. Still, real one-on-one interaction with prospects and customers using a product can 
prove to be a goldmine.

Con: Can cost several thousands of dollars.

Online forums exist for virtually every product or service in existence and are a treasure trove 
of feedback. Marketers can find community-based forums where the conversations flow freely 
about specific topics or whole industries and their participants. Company- sponsored forums 
focused on the company’s existing products and services keep the conversation focused.

A search for “smartphone forums,” for example, shows 23,000 results — and that’s where people 
are sharing their thoughts, feelings, and experiences in abundance.

https://unbounce.com/landing-pages/why-people-dont-trust-your-landing-page-testimonials/
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Con: It takes time to find reliable forums with reputations for having detailed input from partici-
pants instead of people who simply want to rant.

Amazon reviews and other review sites like Yelp and Angie’s List contain specific reviews about 
products and services that can be used to inform your landing pages. In the case of Yelp and 
Angie’s List, those reviews are usually at the local level, giving marketers a good view of the local 
market. Review sites are also valuable for getting insights on how a target market feels in general 
about an entire industry.

Amazon reviews and other review sites like Yelp and Angie’s List 
contain specific reviews about products and services that can be 

used to inform your landing pages.
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 Con: Can cost several thousands of dollars.

Online forums exist for virtually every product or service in existence and are a treasure 
trove of feedback. Marketers can find community-based forums where the conversations 
flow freely about specific topics or whole industries and their participants. Company- 
sponsored forums focused on the company’s existing products and services keep the 
conversation focused.  

A search for “smartphone forums,” for example, shows 23,000 results — and that’s  
where people are sharing their thoughts, feelings, and experiences in abundance. 

 Con: It takes time to find reliable forums with reputations for having detailed input 
 from participants instead of people who simply want to rant. 

Amazon reviews and other review sites like Yelp and Angie’s List contain specific reviews  
   about products and services that can be used to 
   inform your landing pages. In the case of Yelp and  
   Angie’s List, those reviews are usually at the local  
   level, giving marketers a good view of the local   
   market. Review sites are also valuable for getting  
   insights on how a target market feels in general 
   about an entire industry.

Amazon reviews and other review sites  
like Yelp and Angie’s List contain specific  
reviews about products and services that 
can be used to inform your landing pages. 

 Con: Few drawbacks exist for this approach, but, like forums, at times the comments  
 provide little more than rants. 

Question and answer sites, such as Quora and Yahoo Answers, have engagement for 
a variety of questions, from the simple “How do I pick an accountant?” to “What is the 
best e-commerce platform in the world?” Quora tends to have higher-quality answers 
from people who work in the particular industries.

 Con: Same as reviews above.

Blog comments have been maligned by internet marketers as dumping grounds  
for spam links. In fact, some sites have chosen to remove comments and move the  
conversation to social media. However, for high-traffic sites with popular topics, it’s not 

Con: Few drawbacks exist for this approach, but, like forums, at times the comments provide little 
more than rants.

Question and answer sites, such as Quora and Yahoo Answers, have engagement for a variety 
of questions, from the simple “How do I pick an accountant?” to “What is the best e-commerce 
platform in the world?” Quora tends to have higher-quality answers from people who work in the 
particular industries.

Con: Same as reviews above.

Blog comments have been maligned by Internet marketers as dumping grounds for spam 
links. In fact, some sites have chosen to remove comments and move the conversation to social 
media. However, for high-traffic sites with popular topics, it’s not uncommon to see hundreds of 
comments from a target market. This is a front-row seat to how people feel and think.

https://www.inc.com/janine-popick/3-reasons-blog-comments-are-dead.html
https://www.copyblogger.com/removing-blog-comments/
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Con: Much like forums, blog comments can be filled with unhelpful comments from people who 
don’t add much insight to a topic. It can take some digging to find the gold.

Social media may be a glut of opinion and feelings, but sentiment analysis tools can shorten 
the time needed to find what a target audience is saying. Marketers can join the conversation or 
eavesdrop on what’s being said. A company’s own social media channels can serve as optimal 
places to gauge customer sentiment.

Con: Social media can lack depth, leaning more toward short comments that don’t reveal  
much detail.

Search continues to be a fast path to find out what target markets think and feel. Odds are good 
that someone has written a piece that has the information needed to understand the market. 
Marketers can search “what to look for in XYZ product or service” and read an article (or report or 
industry website) from a trustworthy expert in the field — and it’s safe to assume the marketer’s 
target audience of prospects have read some of the same information during their own research, 
which means the landing page should address the exact same points brought forth in the article, 
report, or website.

Con: Repeated searches may be required to find the right type of research.

Competitors’ content and messages should be reviewed and cataloged to potentially learn 
from what they know about the market already.

Con: Relying solely on competitors who may not have done any research themselves can be risky, 
because they may be guessing at what’s important to the target market.

This isn’t an exhaustive list of all the research channels available; however, it should get you 
started on where and how to conduct primary and secondary research.

Organize and Analyze the Research

After the research phase is complete, the analysis begins to create a hierarchy of needs that’s 
prioritized by customers. Depending on the products or services, multiple customer profiles may 
emerge, each with different priorities.

For example, a web hosting company may find that small businesses are most concerned with 
price, while its enterprise customers are more concerned with security. That analysis might look 
something like this:

https://www.iprospect.com/en/ca/blog/10-sentiment-analysis-tools-track-social-marketing-success/
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Should the VOC Match the USP?

Ideally a company’s VOC data and USP match. The USP (unique selling proposition) is the number 
one reason people pick a solution or service from a company, so it should match what customers 
say in the VOC research. More can be found on USPs here, but it’s vital to test and reformulate a 
USP if it doesn’t match the VOC needs and wants.

Example: If price doesn’t matter to a target market, a company shouldn’t use price as its USP.

The USP (unique selling proposition) is the number one reason 
people pick a solution or service from a company, so it should 

match what customers say in the VOC research.

Part of the USP is the promise it makes to the target market, and VOC data can reveal what that 
promise should be. Of course, the delivery of that promise is paramount — and companies 
should avoid promising something they can’t deliver on.

Final Steps: Put the Research into Words

VOC data will drive the creation of:

• Headlines

• Subheads

• Bullet points
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• CTAs

• Testimonials

It’s important to clarify that a company might have several types of customers, each with a 
different hierarchy of needs, therefore the landing-page copy will differ for each offer and 
customer segment.

For a company’s homepage, it’s nearly impossible to create a message targeted at every 
conceivable visitor, so the best approach is to choose messaging that targets the most important 
prospect or customer segment.

The question shouldn’t be, how do these words sound to the 
marketer? Instead it should be, how do they sound to the  

target audience?

Examples of Research Copy Placement on Landing Pages:

• The product or service’s features and benefits (primarily the 
benefits) should match the target audience’s pain points from 
the research that was conducted. See the FreshBooks example 
from before.

• Answer the “Is this solution right for me?” question by stating 
explicitly who the solution is for. Landing pages are no place 
for implying anything, and, again, visitors will read everything 
that’s targeted to them. The best way to do this is to use the 
intended audience’s title: “Project management software for 
freelance graphic artists.”

• Repurpose a customer quote as a subheading: “ABC Plumbing 
truly does go the extra mile.” — John Q. Customer

Despite the mountains of research a company may produce, landing pages still require testing 
on an ongoing basis. Though it seems the research should be a one-and-done exercise, a good 
marketer knows the work is never finished and everything must be tested regularly because 
markets, needs, and wants change over time.
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Market research and VOC data make landing-page copy creation a breeze compared to the 
alternatives. In fact, one could argue the writing is more like putting the pieces of a puzzle 
together. Copywriting best practices still matter, and research is at the core of all good 
copywriting, as noted by the copywriting legends Hopkins and Schwartz.

Market research leads to better landing-page experiences for target markets, which translates to 
improved conversions, more money, and less wasted time for marketers.

Conclusion
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Read to the end of this guide to receive $1 million!

Oh, if only that were true. You’d probably read through more than once. However, now that 
you’re thinking about the proper way to motivate someone, it’s time to explore some tips on how 
to craft a clear and engaging call-to-action (CTA) for your marketing campaigns.

Introduction

Your call-to-action is the part of your advertisement that tells your target audience what they 
should be doing once they click on your PPC ad and hit your website or landing page. The 
simplest example of a call-to-action is “Buy now!” The more information you can provide your 
potential customers with your CTA, the better it will be for all parties involved. You can let your 
audience know what to expect when they click on your ad, and you can help dissuade the wrong 
users from clicking by means of a clear and direct message.

While it is also important to understand what industry-specific phrasings or messaging your 
potential customers would respond well to, the CTA tips below are equally valuable.

What is a Call-to-Action in Marketing

The more information you can provide your potential customers 
with your CTA, the better it will be for all parties involved.

HOOK, LINE, AND SINKER 
7 TIPS FOR A KILLER CALL-TO-ACTION

Read to the end of this guide to receive $1 million! 

Oh, if only that were true. You’d probably read through more than once. However, now 
that you’re thinking about the proper way to motivate someone, it’s time to explore  
some tips on how to craft a clear and engaging call-to-action (CTA) for your marketing 
campaigns. 
 

WHAT IS A CALL-TO-ACTION IN MARKETING? 

Your call-to-action is the part of your advertisement that tells your target audience what 
they should be doing once they click on your PPC ad and hit your website or landing  
page. The simplest example of a call-to-action is “Buy now!” The more information you  
can provide your potential customers with your CTA, the better it will be for all parties 
involved. You can let your audience know what to expect when they click on your ad,  
   and you can help dissuade the wrong users from  
   clicking by means of a clear and direct message. 
 
   While it is also important to understand what  
   industry-specific phrasings or messaging your  
   potential customers would respond well to, the  
   CTA tips below are equally valuable.

© 2014, WordStream Inc. All rights reserved. WordStream technologies are protected by pending US patents. 

The more information you can provide your  
potential customers with your CTA, the better  
it will be for all parties involved.

Image via Boris Lechaftois
Image via Boris Lechaftois

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/09/18/beginners-guide-to-target-markets
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/09/11/voice-of-the-customer
https://www.flickr.com/photos/l_bo/2747581103/in/photostream/
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1. Use a Strong Command Verb to 
Start Your CTA
It’s all about being clear and concise with your CTA. You don’t have a ton of space in your ad to 
get your point across, with the character limit set at 35 characters per description line, so it is 
important to get straight to the point. Let your audience know exactly what you want them to 
do, and don’t dilly dally — start the CTA with the desired action.

• Run an e-commerce website? Start your CTA with words like 
“buy,” “shop,” or “order”

• Promoting a newsletter or white paper? Start your CTA with 
words like “download” or “subscribe”

• Want someone to request more information? Try “ fill out a 
form for...” or “ find out how...”

Let’s go back to that white paper example. If you’re a marketing agency promoting your latest tips 
and insights, you want to be sure to that your audience understands exactly how to access that 
white paper. If your CTA read something like “Our latest white paper is available” you may not get 
a great click-through rate, as folks might not be sure where or when they can expect to get their 
hands on it. A call-to-action such as “download our white paper today!” is much more direct and 
informative, which should help improve CTR.

2. Use Words That Provoke Emotion 
or Enthusiasm
You want to be able to elicit a strong response from your audience as a result of their enthusiasm. 
If your CTA is enthusiastic, then your audience will be enthusiastic too. Take a CTA like “buy now 
and get 50% off!” — not only are you providing them with a massive benefit, but who wouldn’t be 
thrilled to get their order for half off?

For someone looking to book a trip with their family, a CTA such as “plan your dream vacation 
today!” will excite them about the notion of a family trip and make them eager to click on your ad. 
A small, yet effective element here is adding an exclamation point to the end of your CTA in 
order to provoke that enthusiasm. It makes your CTA pop, and gives it a little extra kick.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2012/03/20/improving-adwords-ctr
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You want to be able to elicit a strong response from your 
audience as a result of their enthusiasm.

© 2014, WordStream Inc. All rights reserved. WordStream technologies are protected by pending US patents. 

3. GIVE YOUR AUDIENCE A REASON WHY THEY SHOULD  
TAKE THE DESIRED ACTION 

In other words, what’s in it for them? Will it help them do their jobs better, lose weight, 
or save money? This will tie in heavily with your value proposition, or unique selling point 
(USP). Your USP is arguably one of the most important pieces of acquiring new leads,  
so creating a nice USP/CTA mash-up is a great way to increase clicks. A good  
example of this would be something like “call today to schedule your free consultation!” 
Not only have you stated the action you want the user to take (call today), but you have 
also provided them with a reason why they should take that action (a free consultation). 

4. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF FOMO

Fear of missing out, otherwise known as FOMO, is an extremely effective motivator. When 
people think they might lose out on an opportunity that might not come around again, 
they’ll be mighty quick to hop on the bandwagon. One of the best uses of FOMO in 
your CTA is to mention a sale or promotion that your company is holding, which  
   won’t last forever. You probably get emails with this  
   sort of messaging all the time. These emails typically  
   include messaging like “Shop today! Sale ends on  
   Monday,” perhaps during a three-day weekend.  
   Or even “buy now while supplies last!” during the  
   holiday season. It’s tough to ignore a prompt like that, 
especially during a time-sensitive, under-the-gun type of situation (e.g. the holiday season). 
Similar to provoking enthusiasm as we discussed earlier, provoking fear of missing out in 
your CTA is sure to get you some additional clicks. 

Look how much more exciting  
exclamation points make everything!

Provoking fear of missing out in your CTA  
is sure to get you some additional clicks.

3. Give Your Audience a Reason Why 
They Should Take The Desired Action
In other words, what’s in it for them? Will it help them do their jobs better, lose weight, or save 
money? This will tie in heavily with your value proposition, or unique selling point (USP). Your USP 
is arguably one of the most important pieces of acquiring new leads, so creating a nice USP/
CTA mash-up is a great way to increase clicks. A good example of this would be something like 
“call today to schedule your free consultation!” Not only have you stated the action you want the 
user to take (call today), but you have also provided them with a reason why they should take that 
action (a free consultation).

Fear of missing out, otherwise known as FOMO, is an extremely effective motivator. When people 
think they might lose out on an opportunity that might not come around again, they’ll be mighty 
quick to hop on the bandwagon. One of the best uses of FOMO in your CTA is to mention a 
sale or promotion that your company is holding, which won’t last forever. You probably get

4. Take Advantage of FOMO

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/04/07/unique-selling-proposition
https://psychcentral.com/blog/fomo-addiction-the-fear-of-missing-out/
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emails with this sort of messaging all the time. These emails typically include messaging like “Shop 
today! Sale ends on Monday,” perhaps during a three-day weekend. Or even “buy now while 
supplies last!” during the holiday season. It’s tough to ignore a prompt like that, especially during 
a time-sensitive, under-the-gun type of situation (e.g. the holiday season). Similar to provoking 
enthusiasm as we discussed earlier, provoking fear of missing out in your CTA is sure to get you 
some additional clicks.

Provoking fear of missing out in your CTA is sure to get you some 
additional clicks.
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5. KNOW YOUR DEVICES 

Creating a killer call-to-action is important, that’s no secret, but also consider customizing 
your CTA based on the device being used by your audience. Google considers desktop 
and tablet as the same device, as the screen sizes are roughly the same, and people use 
them for search in similar scenarios. An example of this would be a person sitting on the 
couch at night, who sees an ad on TV for a product they’re interested in. The next thing 
they’ll probably do is grab their laptop or tablet and search for more information on it.

However, mobile devices tend to have different user behavior and search intent than  
desktop/tablets, making it prudent to tailor your CTA based on device. Users who search 
for something on their desktop or tablet are typically still doing their research, and are not  
   quite ready to commit. But users searching for  
   something on their mobile phone are often  
   looking for “instant gratification” or fast results.  
   Someone could be walking down the street when  
   they see an ad on a moving bus, and whip out their  
   phone and quickly search for what they saw before  
   it leaves their brain. Their search will also likely result  
   in a phone call to complete the desired action, rather 
than browsing a website. Create a more phone call-centric CTA for your ads that appear 
on mobile devices. You could try something like “call now to get started” or “call us today 
for more information,” and that should help guide your target audience to take the action 
you want them to take.

Mobile devices tend to have different user  
behavior and search intent than desktop/tablets, 
making it prudent to tailor your CTA based on 
device. 

One is the loneliest number that  
you’ll ever do.

Creating a killer call-to-action is important, that’s no secret, but also consider customizing your 
CTA based on the device being used by your audience. Google considers desktop and tablet as 
the same device, as the screen sizes are roughly the same, and people use them for search in 
similar scenarios. An example of this would be a person sitting on the couch at night, who sees an 
ad on TV for a product they’re interested in. The next thing they’ll probably do is grab their laptop 
or tablet and search for more information on it.

5. Know Your Devices

https://searchengineland.com/the-real-reason-why-google-is-dropping-the-tablet-vs-desktop-distinction-its-the-user-context-stupid-149738
https://searchengineland.com/the-real-reason-why-google-is-dropping-the-tablet-vs-desktop-distinction-its-the-user-context-stupid-149738
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However, mobile devices tend to have different user behavior and search intent than desktop/
tablets, making it prudent to tailor your CTA based on device. Users who search for something on 
their desktop or tablet are typically still doing their research, and are not quite ready to commit. 
But users searching for something on their mobile phone are often looking for “instant 
gratifcation” or fast results. Someone could be walking down the street when they see an ad 
on a moving bus, and whip out their phone and quickly search for what they saw before it leaves 
their brain. Their search will also likely result in a phone call to complete the desired action, 
rather than browsing a website. Create a more phone call-centric CTA for your ads that appear on 
mobile devices. You could try something like “call now to get started” or “call us today for more 
information,” and that should help guide your target audience to take the action you want them 
to take.

Mobile devices tend to have different user behavior and search 
intent than desktop/tablets, making it prudent to tailor your CTA 

based on device.

There are two ways you can make this tactic even more effective:

• Google gives you the ability to set a mobile preference for 
your ads, which allows you to designate certain ads to only 
appear for searches completed on mobile devices. With this 
option, you can focus your CTA on generating more  
phone calls.

• You can also enable call extensions, which allow you to 
display your phone number alongside your ads. This option is 
available for all devices, but Google automatically adjusts the 
way your call extensions are displayed on mobile searches. 
Instead of your number appearing, a small “Call” button will be 
displayed, allowing for one-touch dialing. This is what is known 
as Google’s “Click-to-Call” function.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/08/18/mobile-ad-strategies
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2453991
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There are two ways you can make this tactic even more effective: 

	 n  Google gives you the ability to set a mobile preference for your ads,  
  which allows you to designate certain ads to only appear for searches completed  
  on mobile devices. With this option, you can focus your CTA on generating more  
  phone calls. 

	 n  You can also enable call extensions, which allow you to display your phone  
  number alongside your ads. This option is available for all devices, but Google  
  automatically adjusts the way your call extensions are displayed on mobile  
  searches. Instead of your number appearing, a small “Call” button will be  
  displayed, allowing for one-touch dialing. This is what is known as Google’s  
  “Click-to-Call” function.
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Google’s Click-to-Call button appears  
on mobile searches.

6. Don’t Be Afraid to Get a  
Little Creative
It’s important that you keep your CTAs fresh, much like you should with your ad copy in general. A 
good, old-fashioned A/B test is a great way to identify which CTAs bring you clicks, and which CTAs 
bring you frowns. While your tried and true calls-to-action like the ones we’ve already discussed 
are always good to use, you really never know how they’ll perform in your account until you 
actually use them.

PPC is definitely a game of trial and error (which is why it can be frustrating!), and your calls-to-
action are no exception to the rule. Something could look great on paper, or may sound great 
when a colleague recommends it to you, but the only way you’ll absolutely know for sure if 
something will work for your account is if you test it out. Your target audience may not
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respond  well to what could be considered a “surefire CTA,” which is enough to make you pull your 
hair out. Not only should you be testing different CTAs, but being creative with them too. If your 
target audience isn’t responding well to your ads, you might as well try to think outside the box  
a bit!

“This is where a quote goes. Some really great information about 
PPC and landing pages blah blah blah,” says Alex. 

Elisa Gabbert, Content Marketing Manager, shared some examples of creative CTAs in a blog post 
if you are looking for some additional inspiration, while Dan Shewan, Web Content Specialist, 
examined what makes some call-to-action examples effective in a separate post, so do  
your research!

Consumers respond well to seeing numbers such as pricing, discounts, promotions, incentives, 
etc. It helps to determine whether or not it’s worth splurging on items they desperately want, but 
probably aren’t essential to everyday life. So when the opportunity arises, why not appeal to your 
target audience that way? If a user sees your pricing information in your ad, and decides to 
click through to your site, then you know they are still interested in the product or service 
you are offering. Now you know you have yourself a valuable click, and an increased chance at 
generating a conversion. But, if you don’t include your pricing information in your ads, someone 
may click through to your site, excited about your products/services, but then get scared off by 
your prices; now you have yourself a less than desirable situation. This leads to the dreaded 
wasted spend in your account, and who wants to deal with that?

Try experimenting with your pricing information in your CTA, as well as any other applicable 
numerical information. A CTA such as “Shop today for TVs under $300!” not only shows a user

7. Use Numbers When Possible

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2010/09/29/unusual-effective-calls-to-action
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/10/20/call-to-action-examples
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how little they will pay for a TV, but it also hits on the FOMO element as well (pretty sneaky huh?). 
If you are running a special promotion for shipping, you could try something like “order by Sunday 
for 1-day shipping.” Maybe you are an auto body shop looking to incentivize your audience with a 
discount; your CTA might look something like “Book today! 15% off your next visit.”

Try experimenting with your pricing information in your CTA, as 
well as any other applicable numerical information.

Honorable Mention Use  
Crappy Language
This doesn’t make the top 7, as it can be a little risky, but it can also be pretty effective in catching 
someone’s eye. It can be tough to pull off, but sometimes using negative words can motivate 
a person to change something they are self-conscious about. For example, if a user was on 
Google looking to lose weight and saw a call-to-action such as “end your crappy diet today,” they 
might just want to click. Sure, it’s a bit brash, which is why you might want to use this technique 
sparingly, but it definitely commands attention.

Another example might be if a user was looking to  x the brown patches in their lawn. If they were 
perusing Google and saw an ad with a CTA like “your yard sucks, let us  x it,” not only would they 
probably chuckle, but they would also probably click — just to see exactly what that lawn company 
could do for me. You’re walking a fine line with this technique, but it can pay off.
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Unless you’re fortunate enough to be the only player in your industry (say, the only dedicated 
supplier of lion-taming equipment in North America), you’ll need to differentiate yourself from 
your competition through your unique selling proposition, or USP.

Introduction
HOW TO CREATE A FEROCIOUS  
UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION

Unless you’re fortunate enough to be the only player in your industry (say, the only  
dedicated supplier of lion-taming equipment in North America), you’ll need to differentiate 
yourself from your competition through your unique selling proposition, or USP. 
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Simply put, your USP is what makes your  
business different from everyone else in  
your market.

A strong, instantly recognizable USP can make or break businesses operating in  
competitive markets, so it’s essential that you leverage your USP and make it the  
cornerstone of your overall marketing strategy. Until you know what your USP is, and  
how to capitalize on it, your business will be just another voice clamoring to be heard. 
 

WHAT IS A USP? 

   Simply put, your USP is what makes your business  
   different from everyone else in your market. For some  
   ventures, identifying a USP will be easier than others.  
   For example, if your business really is the only  
   dedicated supplier of lion-taming equipment in North  
   America, this will be your USP. Sure, there are plenty 
of companies that sell general circus equipment, but your business focuses solely on  
high-end accessories for the discerning big cat behavioral performance artist — this is 
what sets you apart from the rest of the clowns.
 

A strong, instantly recognizable USP can make or break businesses operating in competitive 
markets, so it’s essential that you leverage your USP and make it the cornerstone of your overall 
marketing strategy. Until you know what your USP is, and how to capitalize on it, your business 
will be just another voice clamoring to be heard.

Simply put, your USP is what makes your business different from everyone else in your market. 
For some ventures, identifying a USP will be easier than others. For example, if your business 
really is the only dedicated supplier of lion-taming equipment in North America, this will be your 
USP. Sure, there are plenty of companies that sell general circus equipment, but your business 
focuses solely on high-end accessories for the discerning big cat behavioral performance artist — 
this is what sets you apart from the rest of the clowns.

What is a USP?
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Simply put, your USP is what makes your business different from 
everyone else in your market.

However, for most businesses, identifying a USP is not this easy. In fact, for more conventional 
companies, it can be very difficult. Fortunately, there are a number of ways you can make a name 
for yourself, even if you make or sell a common product or service. Let’s look at some examples.

The best USPs directly address a specific need experienced by a company’s ideal customer. A 
great USP should also emphasize what individual quality separates a business from  
its competition.

Saddleback Leather

Credit where credit is due — if it hadn’t been for the guys over at Fizzle, I might have gone the rest 
of my life without discovering Saddleback Leather. This company’s USP (and website in general) 
perfectly exemplifies how it addresses customers’ specific needs and highlights a truly unique 
quality of its products.

Now, you might think that finding a unique — and memorable — USP for a leather satchel 
company would be difficult. However, take a look at Saddleback’s “About Us” page.

What Makes an Excellent USP?

However, for most businesses, identifying a USP is not this easy. In fact, for more  
conventional companies, it can be very difficult. Fortunately, there are a number of ways 
you can make a name for yourself, even if you make or sell a common product or service. 
Let’s look at some examples.
 

WHAT MAKES AN EXCELLENT USP?

The best USPs directly address a specific need experienced by a company’s ideal  
customer. A great USP should also emphasize what individual quality separates a  
business from its competition. 

SADDLEBACK LEATHER 

Credit where credit is due — if it hadn’t been for the guys over at Fizzle, I might have  
gone the rest of my life without discovering Saddleback Leather. This company’s USP  
(and website in general) perfectly exemplifies how it addresses customers’ specific needs 
and highlights a truly unique quality of its products.  

Now, you might think that finding a unique — and memorable — USP for a leather satchel 
company would be difficult. However, take a look at Saddleback’s “About Us” page. 
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https://fizzle.co
http://www.saddlebackleather.com
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Amateur bullfighting. Escaping from a corrupt Mexican Federal Police officer. Trading puppies for 
100 tacos in Juarez — Saddleback’s “About Us” page reads like a pilot for a new AMC show. This 
ties in perfectly with the rugged, adventurous spirit of the company’s products.

As if that weren’t enough, Saddleback also offers a 100-year(!) warranty, which the firm half-
jokingly refers to as its “They’ll Fight Over It When You’re Dead” warranty. How many companies 
remind you to mention a product warranty in your will? Not only does this make a bold statement 
about the company’s confidence in the craftsmanship of its products, it also appeals to its ideal 
customer — daring, thrill-seeking travelers who need bags that can survive their globe-trotting 
adventures.

Seriously, just writing about these bags makes me want to buy one. Genius.

Voodoo Doughnut

Donut shops are ten a penny — especially in Boston, where you can trip on a curb and practically 
fall into a Dunkin’ Donuts — but Voodoo Doughnut in Portland, Oregon, manages to make 
traditional baked goods sexy in a highly distinctive way.
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company’s products. 
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half-jokingly refers to as its “They’ll Fight Over It When You’re Dead” warranty. How many 
companies remind you to mention a product warranty in your will? Not only does this 
make a bold statement about the company’s confidence in the craftsmanship of its  
products, it also appeals to its ideal customer — daring, thrill-seeking travelers who  
need bags that can survive their globe-trotting adventures.  

Seriously, just writing about these bags makes me want to buy one. Genius.

VOODOO DOUGHNUT

Donut shops are ten a penny — especially in Boston, where you can trip on a curb a 
nd practically fall into a Dunkin’ Donuts — but Voodoo Doughnut in Portland, Oregon, 
manages to make traditional baked goods sexy in a highly distinctive way.

Although virtually everything about Voodoo is unique, its extensive range of donuts (and 
the obvious relish with which the owners devise their sugary creations) set it apart from 
any other donut shop. In their quest to create a truly unique menu, Voodoo’s owners  
even fell afoul of the FDA after experimenting with two particular recipes that included 
Pepto-Bismol and NyQuil — stunts that could have threatened their business, but  
ultimately helped word of the small donut shop go viral. 

Although virtually everything about Voodoo is unique, its extensive range of donuts (and the 
obvious relish with which the owners devise their sugary creations) set it apart from any other 
donut shop. In their quest to create a truly unique menu, Voodoo’s owners even fell afoul of the

https://www.voodoodoughnut.com/doughnuts/
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FDA after experimenting with two particular recipes that included Pepto-Bismol and NyQuil — 
stunts that could have threatened their business, but ultimately helped word of the small donut 
shop go viral.

Its hot pink rockabilly décor, cash-only policy and late-night 
opening hours have made Voodoo far more than just a donut 

shop — it’s a tourist attraction.

A diverse menu isn’t the only thing that makes Voodoo unique. Its hot pink rockabilly décor, cash-
only policy and late-night opening hours have made Voodoo far more than just a donut shop 
—it’s a tourist attraction. Sure, you can get a donut almost anywhere, but Voodoo’s USP is the 
diversity of its menu and the experience of waiting in line for a decadent taste of what lies within.

The popularity (and notoriety) of the store has even allowed the owners to open a second branch 
in Denver, and additional stores are planned for other locations across the country. Voodoo’s USP 
gets people talking in a way that few social media marketing campaigns could ever hope  
to accomplish.

Unique Selling Proposition  
Best Practices
So, now we’ve seen some examples of strong USPs, what should you bear in mind when trying to 
identify yours?

Get Inside Your Ideal Customer’s Head

Before you start thinking about which qualities set your business apart from similar companies, 
you need to know almost everything about your perfect customer.

When you’re identifying your ideal customer, consider the following:
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• What does your perfect customer really want?

• How can your product or service solve their problem(s)?

• What factors motivate their buying decisions?

• Why do your existing customers choose your business over 
your competitors?

   Every single garment sold by Osmium is made by  
   hand, with the majority of the company’s inventory  
   being made right here in Boston. The company  
   places emphasis on its ethical production processes  
   and the durability of its products, both of which  
   differ starkly from most conventional clothing  
   manufacturers. 
 

UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION BEST PRACTICES 

So, now we’ve seen some examples of strong USPs, what should you bear in mind  
when trying to identify yours? 

GET INSIDE YOUR IDEAL CUSTOMER’S HEAD 

Before you start thinking about which qualities set your business apart from similar  
companies, you need to know almost everything about your perfect customer.  
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The company places emphasis on its ethical 
production processes and the durability of its 
products, both of which differ starkly from most 
conventional clothing manufacturers.

When you’re identifying your ideal customer, consider the following:

	 n  What does your perfect customer really want?
	 n  How can your product or service solve their problem(s)?
	 n  What factors motivate their buying decisions?
	 n  Why do your existing customers choose your business over your competitors?

Remember — it’s not enough to merely target a rough 
demographic. You need to know exactly who you want to sell to 

and why.

Remember — it’s not enough to merely target a rough demographic. You need to know exactly 
who you want to sell to and why. Once you know this, you can get to work on the next USP best 
practice, which is...

Explain How Your Business Solves Your Ideal Customers’ Problems

Consumers don’t want to buy products — they want to solve their problems. This could be as 
simple as purchasing a reliable set of tools that will last for years, but it can (and frequently is) 
much more complex.
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Take the cosmetics industry, for example. Companies in this space don’t just sell make-up — they 
sell lifestyle ideals; glamour, confidence, and style. Think about this in a problem-solving context; 
people who may not feel glamorous, con dent or stylish will if they use a particular product. This 
lies at the heart of most cosmetics advertising, and this concept applies to many other 
industries, too.

To create a strong USP, you have to examine the profile of your perfect customer and then market 
your products in a way that shows them you can meet their needs and solve their problems. If 
your prospective customers choose your products, how will their lives be improved? What makes 
your business so different that prospective customers should choose your products or services? 
The answers to these questions should form the bedrock of your USP.

Make Your Business Irresistible to Your Customers

Now that you know who your ideal customer is and the problems they face, it’s time to tell them 
precisely why they should choose your business over your competitors.

© 2014, WordStream Inc. All rights reserved. WordStream technologies are protected by pending US patents. 
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be improved? What makes your business so different that prospective customers should 
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MAKE YOUR BUSINESS IRRESISTIBLE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

Now that you know who your ideal customer is and the problems they face, it’s time to  
tell them precisely why they should choose your business over your competitors.

Remember — it’s not enough to merely target  
a rough demographic. You need to know exactly 
who you want to sell to and why. 

Now that you know who your ideal customer is and the problems 
they face, it’s time to tell them precisely why they should choose 

your business over your competitors.

FedEx is the perfect example of this principle. Sure, there are dozens of package carriers people 
can choose from (including the USPS), but FedEx’s slogan of “When it absolutely, positively has to
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be there overnight” transformed the company from just another logistics company to a market-
leading global brand. Even though the company dropped the slogan years ago, FedEx’s USP and 
branding helped it become a proprietary eponym — a trademarked name often used as a generic 
term, like Kleenex, Band-Aid and Coke.

Another USP best practice you should think about in this stage is making your customers a 
promise. FedEx, for example, guarantees it can get any package (from anywhere) to its destination 
overnight. This not only addresses customers’ specific need (reliable package delivery), but also 
makes them a promise — to deliver their packages with care, on time, every time.

Create an Elevator Pitch

So, you’ve figured out who your perfect customer is, explained how your business can solve their 
problems, and told them why they should choose you instead of the competition. However, you’ll 
rarely have the opportunity to wax lyrical about any of this at length. Just as advertisements have 
mere seconds to capture consumers’ attention, your USP should be almost immediately obvious.
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Another USP best practice you should think about in this stage is making your customers 
a promise. FedEx, for example, guarantees it can get any package (from anywhere) to its 
destination overnight. This not only addresses customers’ specific need (reliable package 
delivery), but also makes them a promise — to deliver their packages with care, on time, 
every time.

CREATE AN ELEVATOR PITCH

So, you’ve figured out who your perfect customer is, explained how your business  
can solve their problems, and told them why they should choose you instead of the  
competition. However, you’ll rarely have the opportunity to wax lyrical about any of this  
at length. Just as advertisements have mere seconds to capture consumers’ attention, 
your USP should be almost immediately obvious.

Now that you know who your ideal customer is 
and the problems they face, it’s time to tell them 
precisely why they should choose your business 
over your competitors. 

Thinking of your USP in terms of an elevator pitch is a great way 
to condense what makes your business different, and how you 

can use it as the foundation of your marketing efforts.
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Thinking of your USP in terms of an elevator pitch is a great way to condense what makes your 
business different, and how you can use it as the foundation of your marketing efforts.

Let’s see how this works, using our lion-taming equipment supply business as an example. Note 
that everything in brackets can be changed to suit the specifics of your company, and that this 
framework can apply to both companies and individual products.

• For [lion tamers]

• Who [need high-quality lion-taming equipment]

• [Lucky Leo’s Lion-Taming Equipment Emporium]

• Is [the world’s only dedicated online lion-taming equipment 
distributor]

• That [provides the very best lion-taming equipment, delivered 
straight to your door].

• Unlike [other circus equipment supply companies],

• [Lucky Leo’s Lion-Taming Equipment Emporium] is the only 
e-commerce business in North America that caters specifically 
to these performers.

See how easy it is once you have all the pieces of the puzzle? If someone asks about your 
business, you can use this as a snappy, concise way to explain what your company does. Thinking 
of your business or products in this way allows you to focus on what really matters — your ideal 
customer — and identify any glaring problems with your USP.

WordStream, Inc. provides software and services that help marketers get the maximum results from their online 

marketing efforts. WordStream’s easy-to-use software allows for more effective paid search and social campaigns 

with the 20-Minute Work Week, a customized workflow that guides marketers through steps that can greatly improve 

their AdWords, Bing, Yahoo, and Facebook campaigns, plus tools for call tracking, keyword optimization, and more. 

WordStream also offers an award-winning free PPC tool, the AdWords Performance Grader, which evaluates users’ 

Google AdWords accounts and provides valuable tips for improvement. WordStream is a Google Premier Partner.
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